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INFEVO FS02 Technical Data 
Height 72", 1828.8mm 
Width 41", 1041mm 
Depth 36",  914mm 
Net-Weight 544#,  247kg Including freezer 
Gross-Weight 597#,  271kg Including freezer 
Net-Volume (Freezer) 200L 7.0 CF 
Refrigerant R134a 
Climate class 4+ (35°C / 70% RH) 
Cooling Static 
Cooling temperature -5/-15 °F,   -21/-26 °C 
Isolation Polystyrene (water blown) 
Blowing agent Food grade styrene (agent 245fa) 
Defrost / Time Manual 
Energy consumption per 24h 2.5  kWh (based on 50 vends per day): 77°F/25 °C 
Nominal current  4.5A 
Fuse protection 5A 
Nominal voltage / frequency 230 V / 50Hz 
Nominal consumption during run 1,125 W (with dispensing) 
Nominal consumption 891 W (without dispensing) 
Noise level 47dB(A)  65dB(A) with vacuum running during vend 
 
• Evolution is best-in-class frozen technology:  The Evolution has been in development for over two years and is a 

dramatic improvement over previous Fastcorp models or any other frozen vending machine in the market today.  It has 
been completely redesigned and is significantly more reliable, consumer friendly, and energy efficient.  The Evolution is 
over 25% more efficient than previous Fastcorp machines and is almost 700% more efficient than the nearest frozen 
machine competitor!  Information on the new Evolution is enclosed as well as energy consumption comparisons.   

 
• Evolution utilizes less power than typical full size beverage vending machines. 
 
• Evolution frozen vending does not utilize forced hot air defrost cycles which damage frozen product.  The 

chest freezer design preserves product integrity and ensures product quality during each vend. 
 
• Evolution chest freezer design is the simplest, superior and most energy efficient form of refrigeration 

system vs. other technologies that refrigerate an entire cabinet.  Cold air drops to the bottom of the 
freezer chest so cold air is not completely lost when the freezer lid is open during vend cycles or refill. 

 
• Evolution utilizes a superior format for food vending:   The refrigerated food vending format requires 

frequent servicing to check on expiration date codes and throw away stale/old product.  In addition, 
frequent service visits have associated fuel and labor costs.  In comparison, the Evolution frozen vending 
format eliminates stales and waste and cuts service visits down dramatically to just refills. Customers also 
tend to trust frozen vending vs refrigerated fearing that food may have gone bad in a refrigerated 
machine. 

 
• Evolution lighting - LED format 
 


